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pocketful english meaning cambridge dictionary

May 03 2024

noun c uk ˈpɒk ɪt fʊl us ˈpɑː kɪt fʊl add to word list as many or as much of something as a pocket will hold she always takes a pocketful of tissues with her when she takes the children out informal

they won pocketfuls a large amount of money playing cards smart vocabulary related words and phrases

pocketful definition of pocketful by the free dictionary

Apr 02 2024

define pocketful pocketful synonyms pocketful pronunciation pocketful translation english dictionary definition of pocketful n pl pock et fuls or pock ets ful the amount that a pocket can hold american

heritage dictionary of the english language fifth edition

pocketful definition meaning dictionary com

Mar 01 2024

noun as much as a pocket will hold informal a large amount it cost him a pocketful of money discover more spelling note see ful discover more word history and origins origin of pocketful 1 first recorded in

1605 15 pocket ful discover more example sentences

pocketful definition and meaning collins english dictionary

Jan 31 2024

pocketful in british english ˈpɒkɪtfʊl noun word forms plural pocketfuls or pocketsful 1 as much as a pocket will hold 2 informal a large amount it cost me a pocketful of money collins english dictionary
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pocketful definition meaning merriam webster

Dec 30 2023

the meaning of pocket is a small bag carried by a person purse how to use pocket in a sentence

pocketful noun definition pictures pronunciation and

Nov 28 2023

noun ˈpɒkɪtfʊl ˈpɑːkɪtfʊl the amount a pocket holds a pocketful of coins want to learn more find out which words work together and produce more natural sounding english with the oxford collocations

dictionary app try it for free as part of the oxford advanced learner s dictionary app

pocketful definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com

Oct 28 2023

noun the quantity a pocket will hold see more cite this entry style mla pocketful vocabulary com dictionary vocabulary com vocabulary com dictionary pocketful accessed 22 may 2024 copy citation

examples from books and articles loading examples word family pocketful pocket pockets the pocket family

pocketful wiktionary the free dictionary

Sep 26 2023

noun edit pocketful plural pocketsful or pocketfuls the amount that a pocket would hold figurative a small or moderate amount translations edit the quantity that a pocket would hold references edit pocketful

in onelook dictionary search categories english nouns suffixed with ful english lemmas english nouns
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pocketful definition meaning yourdictionary

Aug 26 2023

noun singular pocketful plural pocketsful pocketfuls pocketful sentence examples in under an hour you can have a pocketful of cards ready for networking events and more he located a public telephone

and with a pocketful of coins he commenced dialing

pocketful of or pocket full of usingenglish com esl forum

Jul 25 2023

1 what is the correct use of pocketful of or pocket full of like in agatha christies a pocket full of rye in most copies the title is written as a pocket full of rye however some also write pocketful of rye what is

the difference and what is the most correct use pocketful of or pocket full of konungursvia vip member joined

book review a pocketful of happiness by richard e grant

Jun 23 2023

it is she who while dying instructs him to seek a pocketful of happiness every day after she is gone grant writes am wondering at the age of 63 and 11 months if i am ever going to

natasha bedingfield pocketful of sunshine lyrics genius

May 23 2023

verse 1 i got a pocket got a pocketful of sunshine i got a love and i know that it s all mine oh oh oh do what you want but you re never gonna break me sticks and stones are never
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natasha bedingfield pocketful of sunshine official video

Apr 21 2023

natasha bedingfield pocketful of sunshine official video stream and download here natashabedingfield lnk to bestof subscribe to natasha bedingfield s youtube channel

a pocketful of happiness a memoir grant richard e

Mar 21 2023

books self help relationships kindle 14 99 available instantly 0 00 with membership trial hardcover 18 29 19 99 other used and new from 5 13 buy new 18 29 list price 28 99 details save 10 70 37 get fast

free shipping with amazon prime free returns

a pocketful of happiness a memoir richard e grant

Feb 17 2023

a pocketful of happiness a memoir richard e grant 9781797161150 amazon com books books self help relationships 14 99 available instantly 0 00 20 99 31 05 other used and new from 10 00 buy new 31

05 list price 39 99 save 8 94 22 get fast free shipping with amazon prime free returns

pocketful of miracles rotten tomatoes

Jan 19 2023

thomas mitchell judge henry g blake peter falk joy boy watchlist in theaters at home tv shows beggar apple annie bette davis learns that her daughter escorted by an aristocratic suitor
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after losing his wife richard e grant has found a daily

Dec 18 2022

july 31 20234 44 pm et heard on all things considered by elena burnett courtney dorning mary louise kelly 7 minute listen playlist npr s mary louise kelly speaks with actor richard e

pocketful of miracles wikipedia

Nov 16 2022

pocketful of miracles is a 1961 american comedy film starring glenn ford and bette davis produced and directed by frank capra filmed in panavision the screenplay by hal kanter and harry tugend was

based on robert riskin s screenplay for the 1933 film lady for a day which was adapted from the 1929 damon runyon short story madame la gimp

pocketful definition in american english collins english

Oct 16 2022

ˈpɒkɪtfʊl noun word forms plural pocketfuls or pocketsful 1 as much as a pocket will hold 2 informal a large amount it cost me a pocketful of money collins english dictionary copyright harpercollins

publishers examples of pocketful in a sentence pocketful example sentences from collins dictionaries
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